Review
The English stiff upper lip is celebrated in these two excellent plays at the Criterion with demanding dual roles for several members of the talented cast.
Particularly enjoyable was John Fenner's wonderful performance as stiff classical scholar Mr Crocker-Harris, in The Browning Version, written by Terence
Rattigan in 1948.
John perfectly captured the unbending rigidity of a man who continues to do his best despite life's disappointments.
And 16-year-old Elliot Relton Williams demonstrated fine timing and lots of promise as schoolboy John Taplow, the one pupil who develops a soft spot for the
grouchy old schoolmaster - which is more than can be said for his faithless wife, played by Anne Marie Green.
Having seen Anne Marie play a loveable flippertygibbit in The Memory of Water, I have to say she looked less comfortable in this hard-edged harridan of a part,
not helped by an unflattering 1940s dress.
Jon Elves was his usual suave self, his role hardly varying much for the second play, Still Life, when once again he is opposite Anne Marie, although by then
she gets to change into some stylish 1930s outfits and seems far more as ease as a good woman tortured by temptation.
In Still Life we again meet Bill Bosworth, who switches from bombastic headmaster to saucy railway porter, and Jeremy Goldthorp and Carly Taylor who go from
idealistic newly-weds to courting hopefuls.
I rather enjoyed Rachel Newey's version of Beryl, the buffet bar manager, with her fluctuating high-falutin accent, as the real drama is played out on a table
nearby, over perhaps a slightly longer period of time than was entirely compelling.
And yes, if you think Still Life sounds all too much like Brief Encounter then remember this is the one Noel Coward wrote earlier. The famous film version, with
Celia Johnson and Trevor Howard, is the expanded and more sexually restrained version.
As usual, the Criterion set-makers work as hard as the cast. How do they continue to do it?
Personally I preferred the Rattigan play. But full marks for these twin productions focusing on restraint, love and duty. As director Ruth Miller points out, how
different from our world today.
A combined running time of 2 hours 40 minutes
Barbara Goulden

